
Invitation to Journalling, heart and soul collage journaling 
Listening to your life 
“Make a careful exploration of who you are and the work you have been given, and then 
sink yourself into that. Don’t be impressed with yourself. Don’t compare yourself with 
others. Each of you must take responsibility for doing the creative best you can with your 
own life.”                                                                                      Galatians 6:4-5 The Message


“Listen to your life. See it for the fathomless mystery it is. In the boredom and pain of it, 
no less than in the excitement and gladness: touch, taste, smell your way to the holy and 
hidden heart of it, because in the last analysis all moments are key moments, and life 
itself is grace.”                                                                                              Frederick Buechner

                            

Heart and soul collage journaling is a creative process of making space, a way to try and 
help us listen to our lives to develop further discernment. It uses images chosen 
spontaneously and collated into a collage. It is a  way of seeking to grow in union with 
God and to discern God’s will.


The process is based on knowledge, experience and reflection it employs your own 
intuition, your reflections, mindful prayer and meditation. 


As we get older I believe many of us search for a more profound meaningful 
understanding of life, of ourselves and others. 


We long for ways to develop more spiritual awareness that will allow the thoughts, 
feelings and emotions of the unconscious mind to come to the surface so that we may 
challenge some of the more preset and entrenched ideas and confusions that have been 
created by the ego.


Heart and soul collage journaling assists in bringing better focus, insight, and revelation 
into what’s happening in the interior life. It is a way of using images and not words to 
journal, our heart life journeys, our interior journeys, our spiritual journeys to see and try to 
understand what motivates us, brings consolation, (brings you life) and desolation, (drains 
you of joy and peace). 


Heart & soul collage journaling is based on self-awareness and art therapy techniques 
that Jim has used in ministry with children, teenagers, adults and families for the last 30 
years as a way to gain spiritual insight and deepen spiritual experience. 


A picture paints a thousand words  
“The Soul thinks in images.”  	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Aristotle 

Humans are predominantly visual creatures. More than a third of our brain is devoted to 
processing visual information, far exceeding that given over to sounds or smells, or those 
supporting language and movement.


“Every child is an artist. The problem is how to remain an artist once we grow up.” Picasso
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You don’t have to be an artist to create heart and soul collage journaling cards. All you 
need to be able to do is tap into your own God-given intuition and use a pair is scissors 
and a glue stick!


Heart and soul collage journaling is an incredibly beneficial and insightful tool for 
acknowledging and understanding what’s happening in you. 


It can offer brief glimpses to full-blown eureka revelations that illuminate the inner world 
as the images created often represent bigger themes going on in a heart.  It’s an effective 
means of communicating what is difficult or impossible sometimes to verbalise.


It's a process that can reveal what’s dividing, motivating or driving your heart, mind, and 
gut feelings and reactions. A way of listening to your soul to see what it is whispering to 
you or even shouting at you. 


A therapeutic practice of emotionally taking care of ourselves through self-discovery to 
truthfully see and accept where we are on the labyrinthine journey of our lives.


A tender soul-tending activity that engages our conscious and unconscious and often 
brings unexpected and meaningful insights into where we are in our journey of perfection 
in love. (1 John Chapter 4) 

Heart and soul collage journaling helps us bear fruit and can be part of similar practices 
to be found in a ‘healthy life; contemplation, spiritual insights toolbox’. Such as


Walking labyrinths (walking meditation, contemplation) 
The Ignatian examen,  
Ignatian spiritual exercises, using our imagination to bring scripture to life. 
Intentional times and periods of retreat into solitude and silence  
Discovering out motivational giftings - Given for life Andy Raine 
The Enneagram, Meyers-Briggs self-help assessment tools 
Paying attention to and journaling dreams (Joel 2:28, Acts 2:17) Joseph, Daniel 
Having a rule of life, Vows; Actively belonging and engaging in an intentional spiritual 
community. Such as The Northumbria Community.  

“Our real journey in life is interior; It is a matter of growth, deepening, and of an ever 
greater surrender to the creative action of love and grace in our hearts. Never was it more 
necessary to respond to that action.”                                                               Thomas Merton 

“The privilege of a lifetime is to become who you truly are.”   


“Your vision will become clear only when you can look into your own heart. Who looks 
outside, dreams; who looks inside, awakes.                                                            C.G.Jung 

Using images in this way can help you see your inner life in fresh ways. We all project

personal meaning onto everything we see. If we are having trouble saying what we are

feeling, we can mirror our emotions through unplanned unforced collage art techniques.
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How to begin to make collage art journaling cards. 

Gather Supplies 
Gather together the following items which you might already have around:-


1) Lots of random images! Anything and everything from Magazines, journals, books, 
comics, and postcards - cut out any images that appeal to you and put them to one 
side.


Don't think too much about the images you are drawn to. 


Let spontaneity guide you.  


Go with the pictures that connect with and appeal to you, that somehow seem to speak 
to you.


It's beneficial to try not to use images that contain any words printed onto them. 
You can always cut out the words or cover the words over. 

Be impromptu and do not think too much about the images you choose.


If you are drawn to an image use it. You don't have to know just yet why you are attracted 
to that image.


I suggest you gather together between 20 to 50 images.


I have included a random selection in your pack to get you started. 


Please add your own images to this collection.


2) Mounting board to create your collage journaling cards.


I personally use a 5’ x 8’ card, but any similar size cards can be used.


Included in your pack are some pre-made cards made from mounting board with

cellophane covers.


3) Glue stick, scissors and something to cover your work surface so you don’t get glue all 
over the place!


4) A Roller/Brayer or something to evenly spread out the glue to press/attach the image 
flat to the mouthing board.


5) A 5 x 8 aperture framing card (optional). 

This helps position and guide your background image it aids in positioning it and fitting 
the background and foreground images on the card.
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Settle yourself 
Once you have gathered these supplies, find a quiet space preferably at a table,

and after settling your body,  taking a few deep breaths helps,  pray for wisdom and 
guidance. 


Come to this time like to come to prayer. Pause in silence, give this time with the intention 
to allow the Holy Spirit to work in you and with you. 


Start to look through the images you have collected. I encourage you to listen for subtle 
messages that you pick up for the pictures you choose


It's beneficial to try not to use images that contain any words printed onto them. 
You can always cut out the words or cover the words over. 

Choosing the images is akin to something like the feeling you might have when you

see a picture or other piece of art that you are attracted to and that resonates with you. 


You may feel an image may just be speaking to you at this time evoking you. it’s ok not to 
know why this is for now.


You can add as many images as you want to a card, but it usually works best for only two 
or three images to be selected to be arranged together. Less is more.


There is no right or wrong combination of images. Go with your gut feelings, not what 
looks nice or necessary makes sense. 


These are your cards and you are the one who knows what arrangement of the

images feel right to you.


Heart and soul collage journaling is an intuitive process and you're encouraged to let your 
heart, soul and body through your guts and head to inform you when the right 
combination of images comes together.


Framing the images onto your cards 
First, choose an image for the background of your picture, and trim this to cover the 
whole card. This is your background image. 


I recommend starting with an image for your background that's not too busy and then 
adding other foreground images to this


Some concepts hold that when cutting around an image we are following the outer

path of the image, engaging our logical functional brain similar to walking the path of a 
labyrinth and releasing the intuitive parts of our brain, without conscious reasoning to 
select the mages. 


Cut out any more images for the foreground that are speaking to you.


Try out different combinations of foreground and background images.


Assemble the images you have cut out onto the card.
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It's beneficial to try not to use images that contain any words printed onto them. You can 
always cut out the words or cover the words over.

Play with the combinations of the chosen images, until you find a layout that you feel 
happy with.


Glue all the images onto the card using a roller to press them down or similar means to 
make sure the images are attached to the card smoothly and evenly.


The cards you create are for your personal journaling only, they are for you to interpret 
what they have to say.


Write your name and the date on the back of the card.


Think of a ‘title’ for the image on the card and write that out on the back of the card as 
well.


Seal the card in its clear envelope. Keep it somewhere safe !!! Go get a brew !!!


The idea is to only make 2 or 3 cards in one sitting.


The thinking is for you to start to construct a diary or journal of your cards over a period 
of years. 


 This process is intentionally done with cards and not in a book format as this process 
rewires and enhances the intuitive parts of your innermost self, your psyche, your heart 
and your soul.


The process will ebb and flow. You will know the right times to use heart and soul collage 
journaling to keep a record of seeking through times of assurance or discernment.


It's a creative, positive and fun way of uncovering those parts of yourself that have been 
tripping you up and enables insightful spiritual accompaniment/direction in working with 
the Holy Spirit on your shadow side.


“What can we gain by sailing to the moon if we are not able to cross the abyss that

separates us from ourselves? This is the most important of all voyages of discovery, and 
without it, all the rest are not only useless but disastrous.”                          Thomas Merton 

"True spirituality is learning how to gather the exiled parts of ourselves together"

Catherine Askew 

It's also not always about finding the answers straight away but giving space and time for 
waiting on uncovering the right questions. Through a process of learning who you are and 
getting a hint as to when to ask the right questions at the right times of your life, 
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Have patience with everything unresolved in your heart, 

and try to love the questions themselves


as if they were locked rooms 
or books written in a very foreign language.


Do not search for the answers, which could not be given to you now, 
because you would not be able to live them. 

And the point is to live everything. 
Live the questions now. 

Perhaps then, someday far in the future, 
you will gradually, 

without even noticing it, live your way into the answer.

Rainer Maria Rilke 

“The purposes of a person's heart are deep waters, but one who has insight draws them 
out.”                                                                                                                    Proverbs 20:5 

Heart and soul collage journaling offers opportunities to pause to find encouragement on 
your journey and seek discernment to maintain rhythm and balance


Asking the right questions 
After a period of time, we look at the whole image constructed on your card and pray for 
guidance and wisdom and began to wait with some questions. 


Breathe and be patient with yourself. 


Asking these questions may feel unusual, difficult and even uncomfortable.


The unabashed candidness and ruthless honesty are called for in a demonstration of how 
to be truthful with ourselves about our feelings and thoughts. 


It is the truth that sets us free, eventually!


This is a journey of acceptance of where we are of growing in freedom, a journey of 
perfection in love. It will take acceptance, time and patience.


Take your time to prayerfully ask the questions, remember this is a way of verbalising our 
inner reflections and emotional mind.


It can be as if the responses given were the images you created speaking to you.


We often, deeply and intuitively already know the answers. Sometimes the answer is 
found in asking the right question.


You are trying to let the images, you have put together speak what you already know but 
don't quite know we know, or can't quite have the perspective to bring into focus.


Your heart and soul collage card is a type of mirror revealing what's in your heart, what

motivates you. 
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Some have helpfully  described it as “bringing together the jumbled prices of a jigsaw of 
where you are at to help find the edges of things that you are working through”


or likened it to a parable or multilayered story it connects with people and time, nature 
and soul that like :


"Genuine poetry, it communicates before it is understood.” T.S. Eliot 

What questions do I begin to ask? 
A beneficial and different way that will greatly help you is to, instead of asking a 
straightforward question, change the question into a statement  “I am one who”


For example

If your card image contains is a picture of a building,  a beneficial way that helps to 
answer the question is with the statement: “I am one who”…believes  in building, in self-
development


If your image contains pictures of children, a beneficial way that helps to answer the 
question is with the statement: “I am one who believes in being childlike”


If your image contains pictures of plants or trees, a beneficial way that helps to answer 
the question is with the statement: “I am one who believes in nature's growth 


If your image contains pictures of cars, planes boats a beneficial way that helps to answer 
the question is with the statement: “I am one who believes in travel in pilgrimage“


If your card image contains a picture of people,  a beneficial way that helps to answer the 
question is with the statement: “I am one who”…believes in others people, what type of 
people are in the image? 


What is this image saying about you?

 

What is this image saying to you about yourself?


What is the image reflecting in you right now? 


What do you see of yourself in the image?


How does it make you feel? 


What does it make you think?


What does the image help you appreciate?


What details in the image resonate with you? Why?


What details of the image inspire you?


What details in the image surprise you?
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What images give you hope?


What images challenge you?


Is this image speaking of something you are longing for in yourself?


Deeper questions?  
What do the colours mean in the image?


What do the shapes signify n the images?


Why have I put this image on the right-hand side of the card?


Why have I put this image on the left-hand side of the card?


Why have I put this image near the top of the card?


Why have I put this image near the bottom of the card?


Why have I put the image in this part of the card? 


What does this mean in relation to the other images on the card?


What prayers do you have in response to how these questions are making you feel?  


Questions over time, thoughts on journaling. 
Your journalling pictures will say something different to you in a month's time, in six 
months’ time, in a year's time in 3 - 5 years’ time.


Exactly like what is written and drawn in your faith journey journals take on deeper and 
deeper meanings over time or show you have moved on and grown.


What you have written will speak to you in a different way or at a deeper level

months and years later.


A faith journey is never a straight linear line, it's more of a squiggle, or better still a spiral 
that curls and loops ebbing and flowing from the centre to the edges and back, a bit like 
walking a labyrinth.


Journalling helps with discovery and recovery. 
Every cloud has a silver lining every silver lining has a cloud !!


Journal your good moments as your bad ones are easy to remember and write down.

Most positive experiences flow through the brain like water through a sieve, while 
negative ones are caught every time.


When we find myself living in a new happy moment, we can make a point of writing it 
down.  so we can use it again later mentally bookmarking good moments when they 
come our way. 
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It will likely make you more intentional about savouring the good times and finding the 
positive in the negative. 


We build ourselves up with these ‘glass cabinet moment memories’. 


“Rainbows last for moments and moments can last for years.”   Mosaic J Bailey  

When we find myself living in a new happy moment, we can make a point of writing it 
down.  so we can use it again later mentally bookmarking good moments when they 
come our way. 


It will likely make you more intentional about savouring the good times and finding the 
positive in the negative.


Heart and soul collage journaling is a beautiful way of prompting and then holding on to, 
treasuring words, thoughts, insights and blessings received during times of 
contemplation, prayer and reflection. 


Your thoughts, comments, and expressions are part of your peregrination journey to 
know, love and serve God more deeply every day. 


If we are to be useful to God and to other people, we need to know ourselves, our 
temperaments, our gifts, our strengths, and our weaknesses


We can often omit the reflection yet it’s an essential part to encourage ourselves and each 
other in dry and dark times. Research shows that journaling for spiritual or mental benefits 
can improve certain mental health symptoms like anxiety.


To ask for, release and work through what gets in the way, ego, pride, worry, shame, guilt 
and insecurity and to gather the exiled parts of myself together to be made holy whole.


To recall, release, remember, reflect, be to realign…. to rest on Jesus's shoulder, to still 
my soul like a well-fed child at its mother's breast, to hear God's heartbeat, to slow down, 
to be still and know.


To catch up with my soul and attend to my inner being, allowing myself to be rescued and 
reminded again that ‘I am loved and this is enough. To write this down 


To return back in response from this centring ‘cell’ of journaling and contemplation to a 
place of action and involvement with others, to be involved in the kingdom in the streets. 

 

Research shows that journaling for spiritual or mental benefits can improve certain mental 
health symptoms like anxiety. My prayerful hope is that your heart and soul collage work 
will enhance the perception of spiritual growth and transformation in yourself.


“We shall not cease from exploration And the end of all our exploring Will be to arrive 
where we started And know the place for the first time.”                                       T.S. Eliot 
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